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• Recruitment
• Retention
• Inclusion/Belonging
• Race &..
Social Justice Faculty Fellows

Schools of Medicine, Public Health, Health and Rehabilitation Sciences, Pharmacy and Nursing
Essentials of Social Justice Practice

- Advocacy
- Accountability
- Applicable
- Appropriate
- Assurance
- Acceleration
SOCIAL JUSTICE EDUCATION SUMMIT AGENDA

- **Kick off | Framing Social Justice**
  Join in on welcoming all to the Summit while also engaging in a Framing Social Justice exercise

- **Fireside Chat**
  Lean in to leaders at the intersection of health and social justice

- **Concurrent Workshops Group 1 & Group 2**
  Unlearn and relearn best practices in concurrent breakout sessions, led by health activists

- **Featured Presentation**
  Be inspired by a social justice team presenting complex and layered learning to all in attendance

- **Close**
  Share your learnings, wonderings and how we can sustain the work
Margaret Larkins-Pettigrew, MD, MEd, MPPM, FACOG
SVP/Chief Clinical Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Officer at AHN/Highmark
Founder & Pres. of Just WONDOOR
Professor of Obstetrics/Gynecology and Author
Global healthcare strategist and maternal/infant health expert

Johanna M. Vidal-Phelan, MD, MBA, CHIE, FAAP
Chief Medical Officer, Quality Department, UPMC Insurance Services Division
Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine

Fireside Chat
Moderated by Ron Idoko, Founding Director, Racial Equity Consciousness Institute
Associate Director, Center on Race and Social Problems at University of Pittsburgh
Fireside Chat – Larkins-Pettigrew

• Why do we care?
• Essential ingredients for activism
• Where/when do we elevate community voices?
• Do we ask the community what they want?
• Data and data justice
• When "I" becomes we: moving from an illness model to a wellness model
Fireside Chat - Vidal-Phelan

• UPMC Center for Social Impact
• How do we measure quality?
• Social justice a core of the work of health care institutions
• How can we actualize social justice, meeting patients where they are?
Fireside Chat – Closing Thoughts

- Importance of working together in community-based organizations.
- Use of journal mapping – place-based inquiry
Social Justice Education Summit

Concurrent Workshops

12:35 pm - 1:20 pm: Breakout Sessions, Group I
Break
1:30 pm - 2:15 pm: Breakout Sessions, Group II
Social Justice Education Summit

Concurrent Workshops

• Developing Cultural Affirmation: Utilizing The Cooper-Stewart Longitudinal APPE Exchange Program
• Framing Social Justice
• Humanizing Institutional Processes with Community Partnership Contracts and Payments
• Immigration and its Discontents: Forming Legal-Medical Partnerships in Removal Defense Cases
• Increasing Community Outreach Programming Through Student-led Service Activities
• Institutional supports for community-engaged scholarship and practice
• Meeting Your Learners Where They Are: Adjusting (Not Sacrificing) Your Social Justice Vision
• Rural COVID-19 Vaccine Equity: Listening and Responding to the Voices of the Community
How do you describe Social Justice?
Discussion

• What does a racially equitable community mean to you/us?
• What are the institutional growth strategies that can realize/actualize social justice in our community?